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Figure 1. Internal observation by instrumentation (top) versus JPDA-based external observation (bottom)
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Observability on the JVM
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Problems:
fixed set of debugging features/commands
gaining source-level view means either
disable optimisation! (slow)
deoptimise on demand (hard; still somewhat slow)

Benefits:
non-debug runs can go fast!
VM implementer has control of complexity level
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Generalise the ‘server’ to an extreme
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The JVM tool interface (JVMTI) is a native programming
interface for use by tools. . . [supporting] the full breadth of
tools that need access to JVM state, including but not limited to:
profiling, debugging, monitoring, thread analysis, and coverage
analysis tools. . . . This interface does not include some events
that one might expect . . . [but] instead provides support for
bytecode instrumentation

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/technotes/guides/jvmti/index.html
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Problems:
JVMTI is a lot of work to use well
its view is inherently incomplete
it is ‘impossible’ to use reliably + completely
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Abstract
Bytecode instrumentation is a preferred technique for building profiling, debugging and monitoring tools targeting the
Java Virtual Machine (JVM), yet is fundamentally dangerous. We illustrate its dangers with several examples gathered while building the DiSL instrumentation framework.
We argue that no Java platform mechanism provides simultaneously adequate performance, reliability and expressiveness, but that this weakness is fixable. To elaborate, we contrast internal with external observation, and sketch some approaches and requirements for a hybrid mechanism.
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These mechanisms are inadequate. JPDA1 is a usable basis for debuggers, but for dynamic analyses offers inherently
limited performance and expressiveness. Meanwhile, our experiences building the DiSL instrumentation framework [11]
using JVMTI-supported bytecode instrumentation show that
common use cases cannot be realised without risking the introduction of show-stopping bugs, including deadlock and
VM crashes. These problems can be worked around only by
reducing the scope of observation.
We do not claim to be the first to observe these difficulties. In this paper our intention is to highlight them as
a deeper issue. They are not simply quirks or “gotchas” for
tool authors to be aware of; they are real obstacles to expanding the range and quality of tools available to programmers. By collecting the problems, underlining their severity,
and characterising the requirements and design space for an
eventual solution, we hope to advance the agenda of highquality tool construction for managed runtimes. In summary,
our contributions are:
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Problems:
JVMTI is a lot of work to use well
its view is inherently incomplete
it is ‘impossible’ to use reliably + completely
Root problem:
observation is ‘internal’, within the VM’s guest program
. . . sharing VM state – no isolation
Root benefit:
can go fast! bytecode optimised as a unit
VM implementer has little to do
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‘Keep it in a language virtual machine’ goes way back. . .

“[c. 1959] S.R. Russell noticed that
eval could serve as an interpreter for LISP,
promptly hand coded it, and we now had a
programming language with an interpreter.”

John McCarthy
History of Lisp
HOPL, 1978
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A different approach to observation. . .

Figure 4. Pure external observation using descriptive de(. . . taken by almost no JVMs, but. . . )
bugging
information
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$ cc -g -o hello hello.c && readelf -wi hello | column
<b>:TAG_compile_unit
<7ae>:TAG_pointer_type
AT_language : 1 (ANSI C)
AT_byte_size: 8
AT_name
: hello.c
AT_type
: <0x2af>
AT_low_pc
: 0x4004f4
<76c>:TAG_subprogram
AT_high_pc
: 0x400514
AT_name
: main
<c5>: TAG_base_type
AT_type
: <0xc5>
AT_byte_size : 4
AT_low_pc
: 0x4004f4
AT_encoding : 5 (signed)
AT_high_pc : 0x400514
AT_name
: int
<791>: TAG_formal_parameter
<2af>:TAG_pointer_type
AT_name
: argc
AT_byte_size: 8
AT_type
: <0xc5>
AT_type
: <0x2b5>
AT_location : fbreg - 20
<2b5>:TAG_base_type
<79f>: TAG_formal_parameter
AT_byte_size: 1
AT_name
: argv
AT_encoding : 6 (char)
AT_type
: <0x7ae>
AT_name
: char
AT_location : fbreg - 32
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In most ahead-of-time toolchains, observation is external
isolated – no shared state
. . . or knowledge! VM describes its own implementation
. . . via extensible metadata (+ OS APIs only)
Trade-offs:
view is inherently limited by metadata
generated imperfectly by compilers
fine for exposing state; run-time events trickier
How it pans out:
forces choice between speed and debug fidelity
debugged program is always ‘full-speed’!
compiler author can ‘tailor’ their effort/reward
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The toolchain approach also goes way back
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“Neither culture knows
the virtues of the other.”
I sometimes feel this way
about virtual machines versus toolchains.
Most engineers/researchers
become expert in only one.
That is a generalisation. . . we are not that
bad. (And Snow’s piece is not that good. . . )
Still, we could do better. Better at what? Well. . .
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Serve humanity?

VMs tend to prioritise the humane, outwardly.
Internally, modern production VMs are some
of the most complex and subtle codebases around.

Toolchains present as workmanlike, but tend to
be ‘tinkerable’ at the edges—they have more edges

It’s not ‘VMs human-first; toolchains technology-first’.
It’s ‘both started humans-first, but are now technology-first.’
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In Smalltalk’s “integrated environment”. . .
there is little distinction between the compiler,
interpreter, browser and debugger, [all of which]
cooperate through shared data structures. . . . Pi
is an isolated tool in a [Unix] “toolkit environment”
[and] interacts with graphics, external data
and other processes through explicit interfaces.
T.A. Cargill
Pi: a case study in object-oriented programming
OOPSLA ’86
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The ‘best of both’ story
For ‘computers that work for humans’, maybe we need ‘best of both’?
Certainly there is room to
bring VM-like techniques to native toolchains
and vice-versa
(. . . insert adverts for some past work by me and others)
But something is wrong with this picture. Mostly, we don’t!
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Something else that goes way back
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https://robert.ocallahan.org/2019/11/your-debugger-sucks.html
Wednesday, 27 November 2019

Your Debugger Sucks
TL;DR Debuggers suck, not using a debugger sucks, and you suck.
If you don't use an interactive debugger then you probably debug by adding logging
code and rebuilding/rerunning the program. That gives you a view of what happens
over time, but it's slow, can take many iterations, and you're limited to dumping some
easily accessible state at certain program points. That sucks.
If you use a traditional interactive debugger, it sucks in different ways. You spend a lot
of time trying to reproduce bugs locally so you can attach your debugger, even though
in many cases those bugs have already been reproduced by other people or in CI test
suites. You have to reproduce the problem many times as you iteratively narrow down
the cause. Often the debugger interferes with the code under test so the problem
doesn't show up, or not the way you expect. The debugger lets you inspect the current
state of the program and stop at selected program points, but doesn't track data or
control flow or remember much about what happened in the past. You're pretty much
stuck debugging on your own; there's no real support for collaboration or recording
what you've discovered.
If you use a cutting-edge record and replay debugger like rr, it sucks less. You only
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We have two cultures, and they both stink!
Culture is, roughly, the set-difference between what we could do, and
what we actually do.
(Existence of a difference is not a negative; it’s necessary.)
What we do is worry about small-% performance deltas.
both our approaches to observation were boxed in by performance
What we don’t do, or not to the extent our forebears did, is cling to lofty
ideals about serving humanity.
somehow we are kept busy even in absence of that
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Some established beliefs in computer science
My take: all the following are false! Many (not all) were initially true.
software performance is an infrastructure problem
progress comes mostly from designing new things
interfaces are the path to modularity
productivity is about writing more code
reliability can largely be addressed by mathematical proof
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“Work expands
so as to fill the time available for its completion.”
C. Northcote Parkinson
Parkinson’s Law
John Murray, 1958

Software performance is now a social and cultural problem, not an
infrastructure problem (in >99% of cases).
(Infrastructure performance improvement is mostly good for helping
giant companies save money on their electricity bills.)
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Induced demand
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I’m not sure our culture has caught on
In research:
VMIL ’17: panel on ‘the future of language runtimes’. . . focused 100%
on performance
ICOOOLPS ’19 interactive session: ‘hardware is slow’
ICOOOLPS ’19 Project Snowflake talk: case study in the ‘extreme
economics’ of huge companies
‘Extreme economics’ are talking more loudly each year (ask me)
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What happened to. . .
Increasing the individual’s unit capability?
Understanding what those workloads are really doing?
(Observation tools are more important than ever!)
What if. . . ?
record/replay were standard (in the OS)?
minimalism were fêted like scale is?
integration received as much attention as performance?
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Picture credits
John McCarthy – unknown; likely Stanford University
Snow first edition – Oxford University Press (fair use)
Children with Alto – PARC (fair use)
Ken and Den at the PDP-11 – Peter Hamer (CC-BY)
Parkinson first edition – John Murray publishers (fair use)
traffic – public domain (US EPA, May 1972)
Ken and Den (Jargon File): public domain
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Basic steps—thoughts in progress
Form community
“academically monetise”
where relevant, be up-front about incentives, power, . . .
Hacks
target domains that defuse typical performance expectations
“measure other stuff” and do a good job (e.g. code complexity?)
collaborate outside core CS, on ‘getting stuff done’ e.g. sci. comp.
Needs thought
tech transfer models
licensing & business models for software
(basic research on integration, deployment, . . . can feed in here)
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Technical openings
Even cheap devices are insanely powerful
use the hardware bounty against the status quo
touchstone: RPi ‘data centres’; AWB’s ‘personal habitats’. . .
SSI distributed OS between your smartphone & router?
Commodity software wants to collapse under its own weight.
i.e. increasingly unworkable-on, unworkable-with
touchstone: Viewpoints’s STEPS project (wanted: less clean-slate)
economic incentives may be there, just seeking an alternative
Create systems (involving languages), not ‘just’ languages/impls
systems have applications. . .
. . . and can be evaluated w.r.t. those
‘performance’, like ‘language’, often abstracts away the application
Can’t recreate world in our image, but can ‘swim towards’ our vision
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Most people in this room have some agency
what do I research? what do we fund?
what expertise do we hire? who do I work for?
what business models do we pursue?
how do we conceive of ourselves? what’s our culture?
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Parkinson’s Law in detail
(1) “An official wants to multiply subordinates, not rivals.”
i.e. local incentives to ‘grow the stack taller/deeper’
but abstraction isn’t globally free, w.r.t. system complexity
(2) “Officials make work for each other.”
i.e. integrating n components has superlinear cost
Avenue 1: radically reduce integration-related overheads
not studied to much depth, in CS history today
Avenue 2: avoid tendencies to taller towers of abstraction. . .
suspect integration is key here too
Unix filesystem example
30

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-06610-y
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Proebsting’s law (http://proebsting.cs.arizona.edu/law.html)
“compiler optimization advances double computing power
every 18 years”
...
“Perhaps this means Programming Language Research
should be concentrating on something other than optimizations.”
(+ remember software still gets slower! i.e. this ‘doubling’, like
Moore’s, is ignoring the effects of Parkinsonian induced demand.)
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Extreme economics
http://www.open-std.org/jtc1/sc22/wg21/docs/papers/2020/p2137r0.html

Consider engineers attempting to diagnose a serious outage
under time pressure—every second spent trying to understand
the language is one not spent understanding the problem.
The rhetoric is crafty, but the proposals benefit parties for whom
stakes are big $ per second
a rapidly-changing language helps understanding (!)
engineering resource is no big deal
forward-porting sources is trivial
no binary compatibility, no problem

i.e. large teams, mighty infrastructure, . . .
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Humans named Ken and Den

“Early versions of the operating system
were written in assembly language, but
during the summer of 1973, it was rewritten in C. The size of the new system is
about one third greater than the old. Since
the new system is not only much easier to
understand and to modify but also includes many functional improvements. . . we considered this increase in size quite acceptable.”
Dennis M. Ritchie and Ken Thompson
The Unix Time-Sharing System
CACM 17(7), July 1974
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